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Abstract: Nowadays, emerging trends in the field of technology related
to big data, cognitive computing, and the Internet of Things (IoT) have
become closely related to people’s lives. One of the hottest areas these days
is transforming traditional cities into smart cities, using the concept of IoT
depending on several types of modern technologies to develop and manage
cities in order to improve and facilitate the quality of life. The Internet of
Things networks consist of a huge number of interconnected devices and
sensors that process and transmit data. Such Activities require efficient energy
to be performed at the highest quality and range, hence the concept of LongRange Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) introduced, which concerns about
delivering lower energy consumption, supporting large networks and mobility.
In this paper, the security mechanisms in LoRaWAN will be evaluated by
literature review from many authors. The expected outcomes are to study and
evaluate the LoRaWAN mechanism and class and protocol stacks.
Keywords: LoRaWAN; LoRa; cybersecurity; IoT

1 Introduction

The technology industry is evolving every day and it is impressive and scary at the same time,
internet applications, internet of things (IoT) and computers are examples of technology and many
others. IoT is a major technology by which can produce various useful internet applications. IoT can
be defined as a network in which all physical objects are connected to the internet through network
devices or routers and exchange data. IoT deal with a lot of devices and domains, and this can produce
security issues for users that uses this technology like privacy, availability, confidentiality, and integrity
as known CIA model.
As technology changing fast, developers must ensure users security of their data, especially when
it comes to privacy, it is what people’s concern about nowadays [1]. Security and privacy are the most
important things in internet of things. Incorrect device update, absence of efficient and strong security
protocols, lack of knowledge, and well-known device tracking are within the challenges that IoT is
facing [2]. To make the users feal safe of their devices, the IoT security must be powerful. And to keep
the security powerful the project interduces the concept of LoRaWAN and it is one of IoT applications.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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LoRaWAN is low power wide area network protocol designed to connect to operated things to the
internet in global, regional networks and targets internet of things. The distance required to receive
and transmit data in LoRaWAN can be surrounded by 0.3 and 50 kbps [3]. The network architecture
is deployed in as a star topology in which there are gateways and end devices, and they rely on each
other and in between them central network server. The gateways are connected to network server via IP
connections and act as a transparent bridge [3]. Example of LoRaWAN where it can be used in smart
cities, homes, smart industry, and supply chain logistics. On the other hand, LoRaWAN suffers from
some security problems like reply attack, bit flipping attack, eavesdropping and many others [4]. To
keep security standers high is very difficult and challenging and it cannot be achieved straightforward.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the security mechanism in the LoRaWAN. This includes
a review and comparison of the current LoRaWAN protocol stacks, advantages and disadvantages
of different security mechanisms applied in LoRaWAN. The security requirements introduced in
LoRaWAN will be identified, and protocol stacks in LoRaWAN based on privacy, confidentiality,
integrity, and availability will be compared. Rest of the paper is organized as section two is related
work which is research of many authors in the felid of LoRaWAN, third section is LoRaSim which
is the simulation tool for LoRaWAN, fourth section is recommendation which is the recommended
papers for this research and lastly is the conclusion.
2 Related Work

Smart cities have developed as information and communication technologies as well as IoT
is combined in cities to make the life of the people easier by upgrading operations and services
[3]. Smart cities provide maintainable and cozy life with current resources by utilizing of theses
now technology. It bargains services such as monitoring resources, enhancing current resources, and
improving living conditions. All of those services are applied in many fields such as energy, traffic,
education, environment, and security, and 70 percent of these services are focused in three parts:
energy, security, traffic [4]. So, interaction between cultured structure and normal cities are now
possible through IoT technology.
Smart technology contains applications that are physical, and they are capable to automatically
adjust and alter behavior to fit an environment and feel objects with technology sensors. Smart
technologies make contributes very crucial role in monetary development at city level. We can use this
technology everywhere such as restaurants, offices, houses, hospitals, and all the cities can be changed
into automatic and self-controlled systems acting on behalf of the human and thus broadcasting
information to all of the people for news or any decision making can be done [5].
In this paper [6] the authors says that there are many challenges, such as spoofing and jamming
attacks and accessing to file that is not authorized to access, which can compromise the integrity of
the information. There are some possible solutions that can help any person to do many security
precautions that will help to secure the IoT devices of the users. There are many privacy threats
appeared in current days, and they can attack IoT devices and the network that is integrated with
technology [7]. It is difficult handle the security of IoT devices in companies. The companies must
monitor and have scanning tools for all the devices in IoT that might identify any threats associated
with privacy and seek to reduce any risks are being violated.
Kumar Gupta [8] Review the concept of IoT and different deployed IoT devices from security
perspective, including vulnerabilities, cyber-attacks, and countermeasures. The great development of
technology and the exponential increase in the number of devices used to deploy the Internet of things
raise the security and privacy concerns, especially with limited efforts served by manufactures and
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service providers. Possible solution to overcome the security challenges is to develop a new protocol
concern about data security. First, building a built-in system to counter automated attacks will mitigate
the load and concentrate on other attacks. Other solution is based on observations, a plan is proposed
to enhance the security system of IoT include the following: implementing firewall, firmware updating,
implementing monitoring system, periodic passwords updating and raising the awareness for the users.
Miller [9] gives a brief overview of LoRaWAN and how LoRa and transmit and receive low
amounts of data over wide range without expensive cost. Miller explained how to configure security
protocol in LoRaWAN. He also explained the important things for LoRaWAN setup, and how the
flow of process could jeopardize backend. He also presented a survey on the issues of LoRaWAN
and to avoid the attacks or issues is by application that has a good key management practice. One
of weaknesses of key management is the uses of symmetric encryption, where there are two places
for the key to be stored, the nods and network server. Miller indicated that great solutions need to
be developed to prevent any attacks for end users. By knowing cyber security of evert stage for the
company, you can develop a different way to give LoRa solutions that fits the company needs.
This paper [10] talks about the burstiness of LoRaWAN network, and it has three classes A, B,
C reflected to end user devices and to wide scope of users. This paper focuses of class A which is the
default class for all end devices. End devices transmit data to gateways, and gateways delivers it to
application server. Paper introduced a wildly protocol used called slotted ALOHA, which is a shared
channel divided into discrete interval called time slot. The paper study’s the impact of different burst
length in the network performance, and the results shows when burst length increases the performance
improves.
Chiang Rai [11] analyzes the LoRaWAN in terms of CIA modal and talk about the most
important parameter that may harm this modal. Jhon McCumber invented a security cube that shows
three aspects of security. First aspect is the CIA triad: confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The
second aspect is data states, which is data operations, data at rest or in storage. And in last aspect is
countermeasures, which is used to illustrate the disciplines, people, and skills to provide protection.
The paper examined the vulnerability of the modal and shows the availability aspects of CIA modal
is most affected, and the power of transmission increases the efficiency of contact.
Authors in [12] proposed a two-factor authentication based on blockchain for LoRaWAN.
Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or impossible to change
and it’s a digital ledger of transactions that is duplicated and distributed across the entire network of
computer systems on the blockchain. The author’s objective is to propose two-factor of authentication
primely based on blockchain for LoRaWAN to add extra layer of security in authentication system
to construct trust with LoRaWAN end devices and servers. Authors simulated this framework using
Ethereum blockchain and python client and the end devices for LoRa and network server. LoRaWAN
network working in parallel with blockchain as an independent network and this framework has three
stages. Setting up blockchain network is the first one which is deploying smart contract to network,
which is a script that make blockchain more secure. After the reply from the address of smart contract,
the device information is read from blockchain network and sends the transaction to gateway of smart
contract. Initial authentication and registration are the second stage which validate the join request
message by LoRaWAN network. Then the block id will be sent to network server, and it will be
accepted by LoRaWAN end devices. Two-factor authentication is the third stage which is checking the
receiving of the message of join request from network server and give block id saved from blockchain
network server. If they match the network server will give the join accept message and end devices will
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be connected. The result shows that the system provides great performance in condition of throughput
and latency.
Authors in [13] is explaining how LoRaWAN enabling technologies under the area of smart cities
and in order to gather data and process it, authors are evaluating and testing new methods and tools of
different simulations to get the right or accurate results of LoRaWAN network. One of the examples
of LoRa is non-culler merged with LoRaWAN medium access control (MAC) protocol used in LoRa
system. It can be almost impossible to emulate a real-world scenario on a large network. In order to
demonstrate the new contributions, they need to be evaluated. There are several network simulations
and one of them is LoRaSim. The result shows that the authors analyze the nature of different
LoRaSim implementations, and the different is having four groups of end devices and the parameters
are payload, code rate, bandwidth and spreading factor. By applying a common propagation modal
which is Okumura-Hata on the network that uses orthogonality between all devices, this diverseness
increases its quality and efficiency.
In this paper [14] the authors propose a method to improve LoRa performance called sequencing
transmission scheme. They used LoRaSim simulator to show the efficiency of the scheme. Authors
said there will be an increasing number of sensors and IoT devices by 2030 and all transmission media
will be crowed. LoRaWAN also no difference, the transmitted packet can be disrupted by collision
or signal interference causing loss of packet and powdery of performance. So, to improve LoRaWAN
performance authors propose sequencing transmission scheme which is non acknowledgement and
non-repeating transmission. The end result showed that the scheme ought to offer as much as 100%
data extraction rate (DER) while the assigned time become enough for every node to transmit and
give 5%–10% average increase in DER compared to the normal LoRaWAN scheme.
Alexandru-loan and his associated authors [15] is focusing on LoRaWAN technology specially in
LoRaSim simulator to explain bidirectional communication using LoRaWAN MAC protocol. Also,
offer some insight into LoRaWAN overall performance based on network via many simulations.
Low power wide area (LPWA) technologies offer to connect enormous numbers of devices that are
distributed at low cost. With a log battery life and rage and keeping the cost down, LPWA is the
alternative future of large-scale deployments. LPWA can transmit downlink, and that is important
due it is required key for many applications in IoT, there are lots of network management function of
LoRaWAN like network joining, handshaking etc. cannot be executed without the downlink key. So,
to get the best network performance employing communication requires feedback from gateways to
end devices and to inform that end devices should adopt their radio parameters, the gateways must
keep an eye on the uplink signal quality. Results of this study shows LoRaWAN is affected negatively
not only by the size of network, but also by attempts at retransmission and downlink traffic and it helps
in reliability and throughput. Also, the paper emphasizes the careful selection of size of the network
and parameter of LoRaWAN can give acceptable performance.
Authors in [16] discussing how to enhance and analyze duty cycle of LoRaWAN and how to
protect it from attacks that could happened to it such as spoofing and bit flipping. ETSI regulations
require each node to have maximum of 1% of duty cycle per cycle. This restriction can exclude critical
applications that exceed the transmit messages per cycle channel authorized activity time. Authors also
studied the vulnerability of dynamic in duty cycle and how it’s influence by bit flipping and spoofing
attacks to enhance LoRaWAN duty cycle. Bit flipping attack can be explained as changing a certain
filed in cipher text without decryption, on the other hand spoofing attack is malicious attack used by
hackers to pretend to be someone else and benefit from services freely. They proposed two solutions,
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one is using the AppKey to protect LoRaWAN information to encrypt join request, other was mixing
location of the bytes in the message and add hash function to get a secret key using AES OCB model.
Some modifications have been implemented in LoRaSim targeted to improve the ability of the tool
to predict the performance of scalability of LoRa networks. These modifications give more accurate
modeling of the propagation losses be more realistically modeled, also enable stable communications
and configuration of network that is used for different propagation scenarios [17]. To improve the
accuracy in predicting the number of sustainable nodes, authors did implement two main methods.
They use three gateways and improve path loss evolution according to data extraction rate (DER).
DER is the key used to evaluate the scalability of network and “it is defined as the ratio of received
messages to transmitted messages over a period of time” [17]. The modifications made are to introduce
the ability to test various models through different parameters and filed measurements of LoRa
Received Signal Strength Indicator values.
Authors in this paper [18] focuses on handing LoRaWAN in physical layer that provide long
distance and low power via Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) modulation. Open source on MAC protocol,
community availability and support and the low-cost application are technologies of LoRa over other
LPWAN. Authors proposed effective and simple method to enhance quality of service in LoRaWAN
by adjusting certain radio parameters. Through problem formulation called mixed integer linear
programming (MILP), they found out ideal settings for carrier frequency (CF) and spreading factor
(SF) parameters considering the overall network traffic to enhance data extraction rate (DER) to
reduce energy consumption and packet collision in LoRaWAN. They used LoRaSim for simulation
result and it shows increasing in DER by 6% and a 13 times smaller number of collisions.
This paper discusses systematic review of LoRaWAN security protocol by finding vulnerabilities
and what measurements can be taken for enhancement [19]. LoRaWAN protocol is an IoT application
and it’s part of large, interconnected devices, because of that it presents multiple vulnerabilities to
attack whose aim is to access service or the data by modifying or blocking and damaging businesses
and organizations that do not have adequate security mechanism in sight. Their methodology [19]
of conducting systematic review was by the guidelines drawn up by Kitchenham. There are three
phases which are planning, conducting, and reporting. In planning phase, asking the question that
the systematic review is necessary or there is another equivalent research that gives expected results.
In conducting phase, the study is continuing according to planning phase. In the first step, the
investigation is carried out with the help of the search term and parameters. Then an evaluation
is carried out to determine which study can help in answering the questions and met the specified
criteria. Finally, an in-depth analysis of each study is performed to extract the data. In the report,
when the data is extracted and compiled, it creates relevant information that can be used to answer
the questions. Results show that 31 studies answered the primary questions and all of them helped in
detecting vulnerabilities. 58.1% of them checked or tested for security vulnerability and 71% made for
improvement.
Most popular assumption of LoRaWAN is uniformity of distribution timing of transmission of
uplink packet through various machines that make up the network [20]. Recent studies have shown
that this situation does not apply on real networks that consist of several devices and are operated
with restriction on duty cycle. This study [20] turns to identifying the causes of this effect, which can
potentially have a negative impact on the performance of the entire network. The paper also describing
in detail the key aspect of LoRaWAN hypothesis, mechanism, and procedures that distribution of nonuniform of UL transmissions perhaps caused by effect of the over the air activation (OTAA). They
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validate their hypothesis using simulations with specially developed model, which takes the subsequent
data transmissions and information detail about OTAA in LoRaWAN.
LoRaWAN uses an energy efficient adaptive data rate (ADR) to allocate resources to end devices
and that is recommended for static applications. Semtech [21] proposed using a blind ADR (BADR)
to increase battery life for mobile application and geographic coverage. The purpose of this study is to
analyze and give insight into the limits and potential of BADR. Simulation results show that regular
ADR is not great for mobile application. On the other hand, BADR is great in energy consumption.
The article discussed the use of LoRaWAN wireless sensor nodes in smart IoT applications [22].
Their main idea is to reduce the power consumption of LoRaWAN wireless sensor nodes. They did
an analysis of many components of energy consumption of architecture of wireless sensor nodes. In
our everyday life, makes replacing or recharging batteries monetarily wasteful and time consuming.
It’s for those reasons and many others what drive the authors and researchers to find other source
of energy to reduce the consumption of wireless sensor nodes. Results of the analysis shows that a
precise identification of main energy consumption and analyze can lead to improve and apply energy
effectiveness in wireless sensor nodes. Three scenarios have been made to show how they reduce the
energy consumption. One of them is the new LoRaWAN energy efficiency protocol has reduced the
battery power up to 30% and increase self-determining operation.
In this paper [23] authors talk about different technologies for battery and influence of physical
and media access control layer (MAC) are examined. The readings examined in this senior includes
impact on battery life and energy efficiency. Jarvis algorithm “its run on the sensor network to examine
the impact on the MAC and physical layer of LoRa”. Using this algorithm, they simulated using
CupCarbon software the battery life, considering two of them, one nickel and other is lithium. The
results show the stamina of lithium in state of charge is better than nickel and in voltage capacity. This
can help in modeling sensor network and better energy efficiency. However, it has been observed that
discharging of nickel battery over time using Jarvis algorithm different in days over lithium.
This study [24] is developing a proof of concept that includes the integration of open-source
software and hardware components, and to detriment the operational coverage they developed an
experimental methodology for LoRa network. This study provides a thorough understanding of
properties and limitations of LoRa communications for real world applications with terron conditions,
including driveways or obstacles can affect the performance of the network. Results shows that
increasing spreading factor can increase coverage specially when it comes with industrial coverage
environment.
Several connected devices and sensors are increasing every day, it is even more than the number of
people having connection to global network [25]. Smart city has become mature and develop changes
over last decade. But the service of smart city is becoming more popular in the global. Applications of
smart city service are potentially covering many sectors such as consumption and disruption or energy
production. All the new services require lots of control devices and monitoring sensors to connect
between each other to manage the platform. Therefore, there is a need for new wireless communication
network that can met the requirements of Smart City Services. LoRaWAN is a field of study for
gateway coverage under different conditions show the attenuation coefficient under the city center
and suburbs. The results shows that the signal was lost after 1500 m in the city and in the suburbs
1050 m maximum.
There is a new architecture for smart city which offer security and counter cyber-attacks. The
proposed system [26] provides deep model based on machine learning to detect attackers depending
on data behavior of the users. The variety of data structures, applications and the huge amount of
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connections between devices in smart cities showed the necessity of using narrowband technologies.
The main issue of these technologies is the restrictions that limit the security functionalities. Results
have shown that the proposed methodology based on deep machine learning proved its efficiency in
term of eliciting manner and data of attackers. The methodology can differentiate between normal
users and attackers.
Authors of this article [27] uses a realistic network simulation to get insight into the actual
performance LoRaWAN, and how even anything can affect the MAC layer even if it was small
adjustments to the system performance. Authors highlight some inherent issues arising from duty
cycle and suggested to do some improvement to mitigate the damage LoRaWAN may have on, such
as device scale or network crowded. Results shows that in the standard configuration the presence of
source acknowledgement traffic can significantly degrade the performance of unacknowledged traffic
because of the additional interference created by downlink transmission. The critical factor seems to
be signal gateway duty cycle restriction, which control the downlink channel and soon become the
system’s bottleneck when there were bidirectional streams.
Class A of LoRaWAN is designed to and focuses on the uplink and can have more battery life, on
the other hand, class B an optional MAC operation is defined which gives the network server the ability
to send downlink. The standard classes of LoRaWAN are not compared with the Class B performance.
Authors of this paper [28] are proposing a rating for class B performance. They did a range of realistic
assessments scenarios based on an NS3 simulation module developed by the authors. Authors is also
doing study in depth for class B for transmission efficiency and delay for downlink comparing it with
class A. the result showed that there is an improvement in class B performance in terms of access delay
and data transfer efficiency compared to class A.
Authors in this paper [29] talks about review and discuss about Smart Lighting System and
supported protocols used in IoT communications, which can be used to facilitate the Smart Lighting
System. The lighting system is one of the main systems that have received great attention in IoT, which
have proven that they can be developed greatly in addition to saving the energy wasted in this system.
It was proved that lighting systems consumes a lot of energy comparing to other elements, which can
be solved by IoT systems. The results showed that smart lighting systems reduced energy consumption
by 33% for both outdoor and indoor sets.
Adaptive data rate (ADR) in LoRaWAN provides an interesting mechanism for self-depending
on its settings to operating conditions. Many works have been developing and extending ADR for
different use cases [30]. The authors in this paper give a review of ADR improvements with the aim of
addressing the use cases of node mobility. The result confirmed that ADR improvement allow them
to get high packet reception with node mobility.
This paper [31] propose to the usage of LoRa mobile gateway for smart electricity meters. LoRa
transmission can be shortened with LoRa mobile gateway, the nearby system can use the same power
of LoRa end device with less interference. Authors did the simulation using LoRaSim tool and did
many scenarios with mobile gateway. LoRa uses unlicensed frequency below 1 GHz, and in the age of
smart things this spectrum is overcrowded. Results shows that LoRa can be generally match the mobile
gateway performance, and sometimes the performance can’t be match due to lots of collisions. The
energy consumption increases when number of nodes is increased. Also gets smaller when increasing
time speed.
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3 Recommendation

After this literature review search, we can say that most of the paper did not discuss about
improving the security of LoRaWAN or finding the vulnerabilities. For example, in this paper did not
discuss about the security side of LoRaWAN and in this paper [28] did not find more vulnerabilities
that help this research. In our research these papers [20,23,24] could help us identify vulnerabilities
and enhance security and duty cycle of LoRaWAN.
4 Conclusion

This survey paper introduced research in terms of security, vulnerabilities, and attacks of
LoRaWAN and the different mechanism discussed by different papers from many authors. Papers
from [3] to [8] also [25] and [26] is discussing the idea of the IoT and smart cities and how they are
combined and important to make the life of the people easier by the services and operation they
provide. While there are good side for IoT, there are some bad side for it which are the attacks.
Most known attacks are spoofing and jamming. Rest of the papers are discussing how LoRaWAN is
working, what are the class, what are the most attacks happened to it, how is it connected with IoT
and smart cities, and how ADR and duty cycle are working. And there is a tool which can simulate
attack happen in physical layer which is LoRaSim. What we recommend is following the papers who
discussed more about the security of LoRaWAN and how it help to enhance it and what are the
vulnerabilities and how to countermeasure it.
Funding Statement: The authors received no specific funding for this study.
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